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Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers
Volume 17, Number 12 December, 1929

RADIO IN AERONAUTICS-ITS TECHNICAL STATUS AND
THE ORGANIZATION FOR ITS APPLICATION

IN GERMANY

BY

F. EISNER AND H. FASSBENDER
(Deuteehen Veranehsanstalt her Luftjahrt E.V., Berlin-A(1141731W, Germany)

Summary-The paper gives a review of the present status of radio in aero-
nautics in Germany. Not only does it describe the apparatus used at the present
time in German aircraft communications, but it also gives results of measurements
on the fundamentals of radio in aeronautics, which have been made by the Deut-
schen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. Further, it indicates the trend that
German aircraft radio will probably follow in the next few years.

It takes up the subjects of long -wave sets, sets for short- and ultra -short
waves, navigation apparatus for aircraft using radio waves, and airship radio sets.
Finally, the German organization for the application of radio in aeronautics is
described.

I. INTRODUCTION

pEOPLE who are not in contact with radio in aeronautics are
frequently of the opinion that it is sufficient to build given trans-
mitting and receiving apparatus for radio aircraft communi-

cation to meet its special problems. The use of radio apparatus in
aircraft imposes on its design the requirements of minimum weight
and bulk. In order to meet this condition, the construction of such
apparatus is made difficult and expensive, because the utilization of
space must be carried to such a point that installation frequently
becomes exceedingly difficult. In addition to these requirements of
weight and bulk that have been placed on aircraft radio, there is an
additional requirement that the apparatus must be so designed and
built that, considered purely mechanically, it will withstand vibrations
during flight. This includes mounting the tubes on springs, special
construction of the variable condensers in order to prevent displace-
ment by vibration, and many other things. But it is even more
important that the apparatus be electrically adapted to its special
problems as far as possible. This is true of the transmitting as well as
receiving apparatus.

Because of the extremely great restriction in weight, the most suit-
able selection of the aircraft radio wave, with due consideration of the

 Dewey decimal classification: R520. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, September 26, 1929; translation received, October 4, 1929. Report
of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Radio and Electrical
Engineering Division, Berlin-Adlershof.
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2186 Eisner and Fassbender: Radio in Aeronautics

problem of propagation, is much more important than in immobile
stations. The determining factor for propagation is the so-called
attenuation constant, the knowledge of which is necessary over land
and sea. Over the sea, the propagation process with long waves has
been sufficiently covered by the researches of Austin and many
other investigators.' The work2 done by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V. is of value for the attenuation constants over
land in relation to the wavelength, and the data can be used in planning
aeronautical radio connections.

In the short-wave region, propagation cannot be expressed by
formulas. Here the knowledge of the so-called "dead zones" or, to use
a better term, "fading zones," is particularly important.

In connection with the transmitter, the current supply brings up
special problems. In aircraft radio stations, the energy is frequently
taken from a propeller, so that the question of constant voltage in
spite of variable speed of the aircraft in relation to the surrounding
air is not a simple technical problem.

Also, the question whether pure undamped or audio -modulated
undamped waves are the most suitable type for airplane transmission
is also important. Here this question must be considered separately
for transmitting and receiving. In telephony, for example, there are
special difficulties in transmitting from airplanes because the micro-
phone is affected not only by the acoustic speech waves, but also by
all general noises.

With short waves other questions come to the front in connection
with transmission, such as the suitability of quartz control.

A special question is raised by the shape of antenna suitable for
aircraft. First, the antenna must be so shaped that it will cause,
aerodynamically, only a slight reduction in the flying speed. Then, in
special cases, such as low flying, it should interfere with the flight as
little as possible. Finally, the exact knowledge of the radiation resis-
tance and of the effective height of the airplane antenna is more im-
portant than in land stations, as these two magnitudes determine
the range, and the necessary ranges can be obtained with low powers
only with the correct shape of antenna. In aviation, no shape of
antenna should be used if we do not know its aerodynamic action, and
especially its radiation efficiency and its effective height. This require-
ment had not been met up to a short time ago. In addition to the

Sacklowski, "The propagation of electromagnetic waves," Berlin, Weid-
mannsche Buchhandlung, 1928.

2 F. Eisner, H. Fassbender, and G. Kurlbaum, "Investigations on the atten-
uation of electromagnetic waves and the ranges of radio stations in the wave
region from 300 to 2000 m," (to appear shortly).
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requirements placed on the electrical properties of the antenna, it
must also be ascertained that the shape of the antenna does not en-
danger the aircraft. This might be the case if a fixed antenna breaks
as a result of overstressing, and parts of it get into the power plant
and control surfaces.

There are also a number of fundamental matters on the receiving
side, in which aircraft radio apparatus differs from that in immobile
radio stations. For example it must first be decided whether telephone
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or telegraph signals are better suited for reception in an airplane.
This is tested by a type of articulation test' similar to that generally
employed in cable work at the present time. The data applying in
stationary radio communication concerning the relation between the
wireless telegraph and telephone ranges do not hold at all in aeronautic
radio; in this case the ratio favors telegraphy. There are other general

3 F. Eisner, "Use of articulation measurements in radiotelegraphy (from
experiments made with G. Kurlbaum). Zeitschrift fur technisehe Physik (to
appear shortly).
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questions on reception in connection with this, especially the receiving
field intensity that is necessary in a given airplane, as compared with
the field intensity necessary for equivalent reception on the ground.

The list of questions in which aircraft radio differs essentially from
that of ordinary radio engineering could be increased still further,
but the points that have been mentioned above are sufficient to show
that the old view is incorrect; the problems of aircraft radio are not
merely special problems of design.

II. LONG -WAVE APPARATUS

The apparatus most widely used in German aircraft at the present
time is the so-called 70 -watt set of Telefunken, type 262 F. The
method of rating the power of a radio station is not absolutely fixed,
and it is not sufficient to characterize the set according to one of the
many possible definitions of power; the product of transmitting cur-
rent and effective height of aerial is important for operation. But
this data depends on the aerial used, and which the manufacturing
firm cannot always control. Aside from this, a set is best characterized
by the power that can be delivered between the terminals: antenna
-ground. According to the measurements of the Deutschen Versuchs-
anstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V.4 we get for the Telefunken set:

TABLE I
POWER DATA FOR TELEFU MIEN TYPE 262F AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTER (70 WATT).

Wavelength m Frequency ko N. watt N.k watt Nant watt Ant . /Leff

450 667 193 64 28 19.5
650 462 193 73 24 18.8
950 316 193 81 23 19.8
1350 222 193 90 14 16.3

N. power taken at the anode
Nat total power in the antenna circuit including the tuning apparatus
Nant power in the antenna wire
heff effective height of the usual trailing antenna in Germany

The wavelength range of the Telefunken set is from 300 to 1350 m.
It contains a separately excited tube transmitter. The master oscillator
has a 3 -point regenerative connection in which the wavelength is changed
by adjusting a variable condenser and variometer, both of which are on
the same shaft. The grid circuit of the power tube is inductively
coupled to the master oscillator. In the plate circuit of the power tube
are the coupling coils for the antenna, likewise coupled inductively.
The couplings are variable in steps together with the tuning of the
antenna circuit. A variometer permits fine tuning of the antenna cir-

4 F. Eisner, H. Fassbender, and G. Kurlbaum, "Power and radiation meas-
urements on airplane and ground stations," 99th Report of the Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen
Telegrafie and Telefonie, 31, No. 4/5, 1928.
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cuit. Power tubes and control tubes are those of the RS31 and RS231
type, respectively, with a filament potential of 14 volts, a filament
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current of 5 amperes, and a plate potential of 1500 volts. Although the
control tubes could be considerably smaller, two tubes of the same
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size have been chosen in order to use the same voltage for both tubes
and to simplify the storage of spare parts. The transmitter permits
the use of pure undamped waves and is also arranged for audio -
modulated waves and for telephony. Modulation is carried out by
varying the grid current. The modulation tube is heated by an a -c
voltage of 80 cycles, obtained from the generator through slip rings.

The transmitter is enclosed in a mahogany box, and the adjusting
knobs can be protected by a cover. All cables are plugged into the
lower wall of the box. The front wall carries all the tuning knobs and
the knobs for changing to "off, transmitting, receiving," and also the
switches for the different types of transmitting. Recently the trans-
mitter has been provided with a listening -in device which consists of
a small audio -frequency tube transmitter whose plate potential is
supplied by the high -frequency field in the vicinity of the transmitter
and the output circuit of which is in series with the output circuit of
the receiver. The maximum antenna current with pure undamped
transmission is 2.3 amperes.

The receiver is placed on the transmitter, and both have the same
base area. All control knobs and cable leads are on the front wall.
The Telefunken set has a 3 -tube secondary receiver with single -stage
high -frequency amplification, one detector tube and one tube for low -
frequency amplification. At the present time tubes of the RE1 type
are used, which are double -grid tungsten -filament tubes with a filament
potential of 4 volts and a plate potential of 50 volts. The filaments
of the tubes are connected in series and are heated direct from the low -
voltage d -c winding of the generator through a common resistance.
The plate voltage is taken from the high -voltage winding for the trans-
mitter by a potentiometer (voltage divider). The wave range of the
receiver is also from 300 to 1350 m. An aperiodic antenna is used for
receiving. The coupling is adjustable in three stages. The two tuned
circuits are. operated by a common drive. Adjustable regeneration is
provided. The telephone receiver is sewn into a cap.

The sensitivity of this receiver with a 950-m wave can be seen from
Fig. 1, which shows the output voltage ET in relation to the in-
put voltage E2 for pure undamped reception and for audio -modulated
undamped reception, according to measurements of the Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. Fig. 2 shows a selectivity curve
for the same receiver with the same wavelength, in which for a con-
stant output voltage depending on the percentage detuning V, a value
q has been plotted, which gives the ratio of the input voltage required
for constant output to that corresponding to resonance.

Transmitter and receiver are supplied with energy from a generator
driven by a regulator -type wind -propeller. The speed is 4800 r.p.m.
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Amp.

Fig. 3-Separate parts of Telefunken transmitter 262F.
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The generator delivers 14 volts direct current for heating the trans-
mitter and receiver tubes, 2000 volts direct current for the plate

Fig. 4-Telefunken station, type 262F, installed in the radio cabin of a
Junkers G31.

potential, and alternating current at about 9 volts at 80 cycles, for
heating the modulation tubes. According to measurements of the
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Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V.6 the propeller absorbs
1100 watts of power from the wind. The latest type of generator has a
waterproof casing. In order to reduce the commutator noise, the
high-tension winding is connected in parallel to a large condenser,
and chokes are placed in the line for the filament current of the receiver.
The chokes are all placed in one sheet metal case, which also contains
the resistances for balancing the transmitter and receiver filament
current and the potentiometer.

The antenna is a bronze braid 70 m long, which is weighted at the
end by a "fish" weighing 0.5 kg; it is put out through an antenna well,
generally through the bottom of the airplane. The exact determination
of the effective heights of airplane antenna offers considerable diffi-
culties. The Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V. has found
8.5 m for the trailing antenna 70 m long.4 The antenna well is a
"pertinax" (bakelized paper) tube about two meters long which has
recently been given a stream -line profile. The aerial is wound on a
reel and runs out automatically when operation starts. A centrifugal
brake controls the speed. Turning the handle on the reel operates a
stopping device.

The key is separated from the apparatus, and controls the grid
current. The Telefunken set weighs about 49.0 kg (100 lbs.). Its
certain range with telegraphy using pure undamped signals and with
normal atmospheric conditions is 500 km (310 miles) for transmitting
from airplane and receiving from a 1 -kw airport transmitter. Fig. 3
shows the individual parts, and Fig. 4 shows a set installed in the radio
cabin of a G31 Junkers plane.

The C. Lorenz A. G., type Serf 01 V 28, airplane radio set is exter-
nally similar to the Telefunken set. It also consists of transmitter and
receiver, but has in addition a so-called panel, on which are placed all
switches and fuses. It differs from the Telefunken type in many inter-
esting ways. The weight of the set is about 48.2 kg and its rated power
is 100 to 120 watts. Measurements by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V. on this set gave the figures in the following table.

TABLE II

POWER DATA FOR LORENZ, TYPE SERF 01V28, 100 -WATT AIRPLANE TRANSMITTER.

Wavelength m Frequeneyke I N. watt 141.. watt I Ar,,,,1 watt Jane  kJ(

650 462 840 198 71 32.3

950 316 476 196 I 52 28.9

1350 222 420 132 I
29 23.7

The letters have the same meaning as in Table I.

6 W. Brintzinger, "Driving electric generators by wind," 101st Report of
the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt filr_Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Lxft-
fahrtforschung , 1, No. 4,_1928.
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The Lorenz transmitter is a self-excited intermediate circuit trans-
mitter. Its wavelength range is from 550 to 1350 m. The wavelength
adjustment is done in steps by plugging -in. Fine adjustment is
furnished by a variometer and in addition, the antenna coupling,
antenna tuning and also grid and plate coupling of the transmitter
tube can be changed in steps. A variometer is provided for fine tuning
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of the antenna. The filament current of the transmitter tube is
measured by an ammeter and can be adjusted by a sliding resistance.
All cable connections are at the lower wall of the box. The maximum
antenna current is about 3.3 amperes and is measured by a hot-wire
ammeter connected in the ground wire. The transmitter is adjusted
for pure undamped and audio -modulated undamped transmission as
well as for telephony. The modulation is magnetic.
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The receiver has four tubes of the RE11 type, which are employed
as high -frequency amplifier, detector and 2 -stage audio -frequency
amplifiers. In this receiver the antenna is tuned, and for this purpose
the tuning device of the transmitter is used. If transmission and re-
ception are on different waves, it seems inconvenient to change the
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antenna tuning for each shift, but the receiver does not have a sufficient
range with an untuned antenna.

In the receiver there are two tuned circuits which are adjusted by
turning two knobs. Fine tuning is provided for the second circuit.
The regenerative coupling is variable. The receiver in the airplane
can receive from the 1 -kw airport transmitter at a distance of about
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600 km (375 miles). The sensitivity of this receiver on the 950-m
wave can be seen from Fig. 5, which shows the output voltage ET
as dependent upon the input voltage E2 for pure undamped and for
audio -modulated undamped reception, according to measurements
of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. The selectivity
curve (X=950 m) for the Lorenz receiver is shown in Fig. 6.

The receiver is heated by a 24-v direct -current winding on the gen-
erator, and the plate voltage is taken from a special 220-v direct -
current winding on the generator. The receiver remains connected
during transmission, so that the transmitted signals can be heard in
the telephone.

In the Lorenz set the receiver is attached to the transmitter. All
cables are fastened to the underside by means of plugs. The current
for this set is supplied by a generator driven by a regulator propeller.

Fig. 7-Telefunken adjustable propeller type ED 2574.

Fig. 7 shows the propeller for this set made by Seppeler-Telefunken.
Each of the two blades can be turned about its longitudinal axis.
Regulation takes place as follows: the centrifugal force acts on weights
which are placed eccentric to this longitudinal axis, so that with in-
creased speed the blades are given a smaller angle of attack. The
propeller shown in the figure supplies the necessary counterforce by
cable tension. The generator supplies 165 w at 24 v for heating the
transmitter and receiver tubes, 370 w at 2000 v for the plate circuit of
the transmitter, and 15 w at 220 v for the plate circuit of the receiver.
The generator also supplies 5 va at 1000 cycles for modulation in
audio -modulated transmission. It should be mentioned in connection
with the generator that it is provided with a cowling which gives the
least possible air resistance. In addition, the shaft is hollow for better
cooling, so that the inside of the machine, which heats up more, is
cooled most.
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A condenser is connected to the plate -voltage winding of the trans-
mitter to remove harmonics, and filament and plate currents for the
receiver are sent through a series of chokes for the same reason.
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Fig. 8-Lorenz set, type SERF 01V28. Separate parts.

The Lorenz set also uses as antenna a bronze braid 70 m long, which
is wound on a hand -operated reel equipped with a brake. The reel has
a stop which is activated by turning the handle. Here also, the well is a
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pertinax tube about 2 m long, which has such a wide internal diameter
that, if an antenna weight is lost, the metal tube can be removed during
flight, in order to replace the weight by another.

The Lorenz set and a 1 -kw airport set can maintain reliable com-
munication with pure undamped operation and normal atmospheric
conditions, for 600 km (375 miles).

Fig. 8 shows an assembly of the parts of this set, and Fig. 9 shows
an installation in a G31 Junkers plane belonging to Lufthansa.

To summarize, we can say, in regard to the two airplane sets in
common use at the present time in German aircraft radio, that they
fully meet the requirements placed on the apparatus by this special
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type of operation. The sets possibly give too much, for in communica-
tion within Germany, distances of more than 500 to 600 km (315-
375 miles) are never required. Use is rarely made of the possibility of
audio -modulated transmission. At most, it will be used for communica-
tion in the vicinity of the coast, with ship and coast stations which
as yet have no heterodyne receivers. Telephony is not used in Germany
because thorough investigations have shown that, especially for re-
ception in airplanes, this will require such great field intensities that the
range will be restricted to very short distances. The Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V. took up experimentally the ques-
tion of the extent to which telephone reception is poorer in airplanes
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than on the ground, using the same type of receiver and the same re-
ception field intensity.3 Fig. 10 shows for aircraft and ground reception
the percentage articulation as a function of the necessary field inten-
sity. The disadvantages for the development of telephone operation
also consist in the fact that more errors can occur in transmission than
with telegraphy. The disadvantage of having a skilled operator on
board for telegraph operation is more tolerable.

Work is now in process to simplify the two sets that have been de-
scribed and which have proved to be good. It is intended to change
the present form of the sets in such a way that the arrangements for
audio -modulated and speech -modulated transmission can be omitted.
This gives simplified construction and less weight, and in addition
requires fewer repairs and a smaller supply of spare parts. The re-
ceiver is to be simplified by using low -drain (sparrohren) tubes instead
of tungsten filament tubes. This will greatly reduce the energy re-
quired by the set so that its generator can be made lighter.

In addition to the long -wave sets that have been described, short-
wave sets have been developed, which are being tested as sample sets
by Lufthansa at the present time. These were made by Telefunken and
Lorenz after the technical and scientific bases for their construction
had been given by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V.
These sets are so small that they can be placed in the pilot -cabin.
The weight of the set, ready to operate, is about 20 kg (40 lbs.). Oper-
ation is so simple that it can be done by the second pilot or radio oper-
ator. The sets are adjusted for definite wavelengths and provision is
made for tuning the antenna to these wavelengths. Fluctuations of
the antenna capacity have just as little effect on the wavelengths
as in the large sets. Only pure undamped telegraphy is provided for
the transmitter. The receiver has a wavelength range from about 850
to 950 m and only tuning and regenerative -coupling adjustments.
The set is supplied by a 12-v, 18 ampere -hour battery. The antenna is a
trailing wire 70 m long. The transmitting antenna current is 1 ampere.
The reliable range is 200 to 250 km (125-160 miles) over land.

The small sets are intended to fill an important gap in aircraft
radio engineering. They make reliable aircraft radio communication
with the numerous airport radio stations in Germany possible at any
point. They make it possible for the medium and small airplanes for
which they are designed, to orient themselves above the storms,
and to get bearings. Even after forced landings, communication can be
carried on from the airplane, if the aerial is removed and fastened
temporarily in some manner.

The ground stations necessary in German aircraft radio service
generally consist of a transmitting and a receiving set, but there are
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also airports that have only radio receiving sets, and some landing
fields are connected with the other airports only by cable. The air-
port transmitters are most generally tube transmitters with a power
of 0.3 to 1.5 kw in the antenna circuit. Only the Lindenberg trans-
mitting station, which takes a part of the radio traffic of Berlin when
necessary, has a high -frequency machine -transmitter supplied by the
Lorenz firm, with a power of 5 kw; another Lorenz machine -trans-
mitter is also installed in the transmitting station of the Munich air-
port. The wavelength range of the machine transmitter is from 800
to 1900 m.

The tube transmitters built by the Lorenz firm are separately ex-
cited and have intermediate circuits. The current supply in most
cases is from 500 -cycle machines whose current is rectified by ther-
mionic valves. Some transmitters are also equipped with direct -
current high -voltage machines. The wavelength range of these trans-
mitters is from 500 to 2400 m.

The transmitters made by Telefunken are self-excited and have an
intermediate circuit. Here also the high potential is produced by
rectified alternating current of 500 cycles. Direct -current machines
are used for cathode heating.

Almost all airport transmitters are at some distance from the flying
field, generally 1 to 2 km, so that the aerial towers do not interfere
with flying, and also in order to avoid interference in reception by its
own transmitting. They are remote -controlled from the receiving
room. The aerial towers are self-supporting iron masts. A few trans-
mitting stations, such as Berlin, in which ground could not be obtained
in the vicinity of the flying field, have been built on airport territory
and have self-supporting wooden masts. The antennas are generally
of a 3 or 4 wire, T or L, type. Grounding is done by radiating buried
copper wires. The transmitters are in brick houses which, in addition
to the operating and engine rooms, also contain a dwelling for the
chief of the transmitting station or for the radio operator. Fig. 11
shows a view of the Nurnberg transmitting station, which can be re-
garded as characteristic of the airport transmitting stations.

The receiving sets belonging to the airport radio stations are always
in the immediate vicinity of the airport. In general, they are placed in
the administration building of the company operating the airport and
near the weather bureau office.

A receiving station generally has three receivers. Most of the re-
ceivers are the Telefunken type E 266, consisting of detector and two
audio -frequency amplifier stages which, in part, operate with separate
heterodyne oscillators. Modern receivers such as DEBEG type
E364S, or the Lorenz 6 -tube neutrodyne_receiver, type ERNC II
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627, are being introduced more and more. As the international weather
service uses very long waves (up to 12,000 m) each station is provided

Fig. 11-Nurnberg airport transmitting station.

with a receiver whose wavelength range can be increased to the longest
waves by changing coils. The E 266 is very suitable for this.

The receiving aerials are ordinary low steel pipe masts and the
grounds are buried conductors connected to the water pipe.
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It is noteworthy that, as a result of uninterrupted operation, the
wear of the plate batteries was so great that all receiving stations had
to be equipped with net plates (Netzanoden). Storage batteries are
used for heating.

III. SHORT-WAVE APPARATUS

The greatest value of aircraft communication lies in bridging
great distances. The range that can be attained with long -wave sets
does not meet the justified demands when constant communication
with the home station is to be maintained on long flights. Here, dis-
tances of several thousand km come into consideration.

The trailing antenna (70 m long) used in the present sets hinders
operation of the airplane, particularly in poor weather, so that for a
long time there has been a demand for fixed antennas. But, as the dis-
tances available on the body of the airplane are very small as com-
pared with the wavelengths customary in aircraft communication at
the present time, fixed antennas have a decidedly low efficiency in the
present sets, so that they have only very short ranges.

Further, the problem of so building a set that it can be used during
flight ag well as after landing on the ground, or after alighting on the
sea, is very difficult with long -wave sets. But this problem is one of
considerable importance, as wireless communication is particularly
essential after a forced landing. Even though in the present long -wave
sets the trailing antenna can be replaced by an auxiliary antenna in
such cases, these have a very short range and also, because of the lack
of wind, the 70 or 100 -watt sets must have a generator driven by an
auxiliary motor, which is a great load for the airplane.

Short waves make it possible to meet all these requirements
simultaneously. First the power requirement is so low, even at long
ranges, that the total weight of the radio installation can be ex-
traordinarily small. Then, the short waves require antenna lengths,
which are within the order of magnitude of the present-day dimensions
of airplanes, so that good radiating conditions can be obtained even
with permanently stretched aerial wires. Finally, a small storage
battery can be used for the low primary power, so that the set can be
operated even after landing, and particularly after a forced landing.

According to what has been said, one might wonder why short
waves were not used in aircraft radio long ago. There have been a
large number of objections until the present time. For a long time
even the possibility of short-wave reception in airplanes was doubted.
It was believed that the ignition noises of the airplane engine, and the
vibrations during flight, would make short-wave reception impossible.
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But it was primarily the so-called dead zones that made the use
of short waves seem to offer very few prospects of success.

For this reason, the propagation of short waves between airplane
and ground station was thoroughly investigated by the Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt." At short and average distances the
waves can always be so selected that fading zones do not appear.
At greater distances, and especially in transoceanic aircraft communica-
tion, waves must be used which show fading zones. The fading of recep-
tion is so great that it is impossible to receive in the fading zones
with the power available in the aircraft. If direct communication is
to be maintained within the same airport station, a change in wave -

Fig. 12-Airplane short-wave transmitter, DVL Telefunken type.

length during flight cannot be avoided. In long flights or during
trips of airships, conditions are more favorable insofar as there is
generally not merely one receiving station, but an entire series of
stations available for receiving, so that with a given wavelength, it
might frequently happen that communication might be broken off
with one of these stations while with another ground station, outside
the fading zone, communication could be maintained.

The construction of short-wave sets for airplanes is still in such a

6 K. Kruger and H. Plendl, "On the propagation of short waves with low
power in the 1000 -km region," 124th Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and
Telefonie, 33, No. 3, 1929.
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state of flux that a final type cannot yet be described, but in the follow-
ing we shall briefly describe some examples.

Fig. 12 shows a short-wave transmitter developed by Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. in conjunction with Telefunken.
Fig. 13 shows its wiring diagram. The first stage is controlled by a
quartz crystal. In the second stage the frequency is doubled. In this set
the plate potential is controlled in the doubling stage, while the quartz -
controlled stage is always oscillating. The second stage has a wave-
length range from 30 to 70 m. The pure beat note produced by such
a transmitter can be heard above the disturbing noises. An improved
form of this transmitter was used by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fiir Luftfahrt E. V. at the time of its first test in the airship Graf

(=A
of

to antenna

+ to

4 4
 + 4

Fig. 13-Schematic wiring diagram of a quartz -controlled transmitter with
frequency doubling.

Zeppelin. This transmitter will be described specially, in the section
on airship sets.

Short-wave reception causes considerably greater difficulties than
transmitting in the airplane. These consist, first, in the particularly
unpleasant disturbances caused by the ignition spark of the engine,
and then especially in the vibrations which cause fluctuations of the
frequency of the heterodyne wave, and pitch fluctuations or complete
cessation of tone in the receiver.

The first difficulty can be overcome by suitable screening of the
ignition wires. The disturbances caused by vibrations cannot be re-
moved even by very stable construction of the receiver. For this rea-
son a quartz -controlled short-wave receiver with long -wave inter-
mediate frequency was developed by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
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fur Luftfahrt E. V.7 In this receiver the heterodyne frequency of the re-
ceiver should be stabilized and then the pitch of the receiving tone

Short-Wave Detector

Intermediate-Frequency

Detector

Quartz-Controlled
External Oscillator

Fig. 14-Quartz-controlled short-wave receiver with intermediate receiver.

can be adjusted and readjusted at will, if any change should occur in
heterodyne tone due to a temperature change or other influences.

Fig. 15-Transverse dipole on a Move.

For this purpose, the quartz wavelength of the receiver is so selected
in relation to that of the transmitter, as to produce beats of radio
frequency. This r -f beat frequency is received by a tube detector.

7 P. v. Handel, K. Kruger and H. Plendl, "Quartz -control of short-wave
receivers," 141st Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.,
Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and Telejonie, 34, No. 1,
1929.
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If the quartz wave of the receiver varies, the pitch of the receiving
tone in the long -wave tube detector can be readjusted without difficulty.

Fig. 14 shows the wiring diagram of such a receiver. It is essential
that the first (short-wave) detector should not oscillate and its regener-
ative coupling should only be used for the reduction of damping.

All difficulties in short-wave reception in airplanes can be removed
if, to the proposal of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ffir

DIPOLE

Fig. 16-Position of the dipole on the airplane.

Luftfahrt E. V., the short waves are used only for transmitting from
the airplane, while long waves are used from the ground to aircraft.
The disadvantage resulting from this, namely, the use of a ground
transmitter with very high power, is less important if ground stations
are available with sufficient power for long distance communication.

Securely stretched dipoles are most commonly used by Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. Fig. 15 shows the installation of
such a dipole antenna on a Lufthansa airplane. The antenna as tuned
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to a fixed transmitting wavelength can be used for receiving on any
wavelength as the receiver described above works with an aperiodic
antenna. The aerodynamic resistance of this aerial was determined
by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.8 It is approxi-
mately equal to that of a trailing antenna 70 m long.

Up to the present time short waves have been tested in Germany
only superficially in the operations of the German Lufthansa. Accord-
ing to past experiences, short waves are particularly suitable for radio
communication over very long distances. It will be the problem of the 
immediate future to perfect short-wave apparatus more and more in
order that the reliability of short-wave operation will be equal to that
of long waves in aircraft communication at the present time.

Dipole

AntennaLTuning
Antenna. Coupling

Filament Regulator.

'Filament Volta.,: -

'211z .r!r

pa

Key

Plate Current

Fig. 17-Telefunken transmitter for 3.7 in.

IV. THE USE OF ULTRA -SHORT WAVES

Ultra -short waves have not been tested up to the present in the
German aeronautical radio service, but tests have been made in air-
planes8. 1° equipped with these waves. Thus it was intended to deter-
mine experimentally whether the idea of the so-called optical propaga-
tion of these waves corresponded to fact, and this question was to
be answered by range measurements in relation to the height of the

F. Liebers, "On the resistance of airplane antenna and the reduction in
flying power caused by it," 100th Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Luftfahrtforschung, 1, No. 4, 1928.

a H. Fassbender and G. K urlbaum, "The dependence of the range of very
short waves on the height of the transmitter above the earth," 125th Report of
the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch
der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 33, No. 2, 1929.

1° F. Gerth and W. Scheppmann, "Investigations on the propagation pro-
cesses of ultra -short waves," Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie,
33, No. 1, 1929.
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airplane above the earth. The extent to which ultra -short waves
can be used in aviation depends on the result of such investigations.

A small transmitter built by the Telefunken G. m. b. H. for a wave-
length of 3.7 m was placed in the wooden airplane of the Albatross L 74
type. The maximum height reached by the airplane during the test
was 2700 m (9000 ft.). The antenna was a dipole 170 cm long, made
of copper tubing which, as seen in Fig. 16, was placed below the fuselage
perpendicular to the axis of the airplane. The connection from the
transmitter to the dipole consisted of an electric line screened by a
metal cylinder. In Fig. 16 we see plainly the small dimensions of the

Fig. 18-Lorenz transmitter for ultra -short waves; high -frequency part of
transmitter and receiver.

antenna tube as compared with the airplane, so that the airplane could
not be hindered by this, as with the normal long -wave trailing antenna.

Fig. 17 shows the Telefunken transmitter used in the previous ex-
periments. Fig. 18 shows the high -frequency part of the transmitter
and receiver of the Lorenz set. The antenna is the small loop shown
above the tube. This part must be so placed in the airplane that the
passage of the electromagnetic waves to the receiving station is not
hindered by parts of the body of the airplane. Fig. 19 shows the low -
frequency part of the set (arrangement for modulation and super -
regeneration).
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TABLE III
LIMITS OF TELEGRAPHIC RECEPTION WITH X =3.7 Y. IN RELATION TO FLYING ALTITUDE

(AIRPLANE FLYING AWAY FROM THE RECEIVER)

Flying Altitude
(meters)

Limits of Telegraphic
Reception

(km)

190 36
200 34
220 36
4.50 54
510 54
680 67
890 65

2620 130

Table III and Fig. 20 tabulate the limits for telegraphic recep-
tion in relation to the flying altitude for reception on the ground

Fig. 19-Lorenz transmitter for ultra -short waves. Low -frequency part.

and in the airplane. The results were obtained with a super -regenera-
tive receiver." According to the idea that with these waves there
must be optical vision between transmitter and receiver, reception
will be possible as long as the airplane is above the plane tangential
to the surface of the earth at the place of reception. If we designate
the flying height by h (Fig. 21), the range by a, the radius of the earth
by r we get

r a
cos io - - and so = -

r+h
11 E. Busse, "Super -reactions," L'Onde Electrique, 7, 217-259, 1928. Ex-

tensive literature, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and Telefonie, 33, 153,
1929.
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For a<<r we get a = 2 rh. For the radius of the earth r = 6,370 km; the
theoretical range a km = 3.55h..

The values thus calculated are drawn as dashed lines in Fig. 20,
while the solid curve gives the ranges actually found.

Ultra -short waves seem to be particularly well suited for com-
munication between two airplanes.

A certain competition is to be expected in this field of application of
ultra -short waves by the waves between 100 and 150 m. The radiation
is extraordinarily great for these waves also. The range can be re-
garded as definite, because of the small space radiation. Fading is
present it is true, but is endurable. Communication with distant
ground stations is not possible with these waves, as the waves traveling
along the surface of the earth are subject to extraordinarily large
attenuation. But nothing prevents the use of these waves for communi-
cation between two airplanes. Whether the waves below 10 m or those
between 100 and 150 m are the most suitable for this field of applica-
tion, cannot be decided at the present time, and depends upon the
development of receivers for these two wave regions. It must be men-
tioned, as an essential advantage of the 3-m wave, that spacial damping
due to the ground can be disregarded at relatively low flying heights.

V. DIRECTION -FINDING APPARATUS

In order to maintain regular aerial transportation, the pilot at
at each instant must have an exact knowledge of his location, or at
least of the course being followed. Radio bearings are an important
aid to navigation in the airplane.

All radio direction -finding methods can be divided into two large
groups: direction -finding by a fixed station and direction -finding with
the aid of a radiocompass on the plane. The German air transporta-
tion system has a number of ground direction -finding stations which
determine the location of an airplane by bearings on request and then
radio it to the airplane. The long -wave airplane transmitter used
for communication is used as a bearing transmitter. The ground
direction -finding stations all have Telefunken goniometers and use
the apparatus that was developed a long time ago for German ships.
The ground installation consists of a receiver, an 8 -tube set with
quadruple high -frequency amplification, a detector and triple low -
frequency amplification, a loop -antenna which can be rotated, the
azimuth of which can be read to 1/2 deg. on the bearing disk, and the
auxiliary or sense -finder antenna. The sense -finder is necessary to
compensate for the so-called antenna effect of the goniometer, which
is due to the fact that in the loop there are produced not only the re-
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Fig. 21-Calculation of theoretical range.
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ception alternating potentials due to the magnetic field, but a potential
is also produced by the electric field which is present simultaneously.
If the loop is turned to determine the direction of minimum reception,
the potential caused by the antenna effort remains, and frequently
causes considerable indistinctness in the position of the minimum.
This error is compensated bythe fact that, due tothe auxiliary antenna,
there is induced in the loop circuit, a potential equal to the antenna
effect and with a phase of displacement 180 deg. By the correct ad-
justment of this auxiliary antenna and the loop, extraordinarily sharp
minima are obtained.

As the characteristic curve of the direction -finding shows two
minima which are displaced 180 deg., it is necessary to make a lateral

r

0

Fig. 22-Munich ground direction -finding station. Outside view.

determination for the establishment of the airplane location. Here
the sense -finder is used, the characteristic curve of which is circular.
Superposition of this characteristic curve on that of the loop, with
the correct balancing, gives a unilateral curve with only one minimum,
from the position of which it can be determined on which side the
loop of the airplane is located.

Direction -finding by a fixed station has the advantage that no addi-
tional apparatus is necessary in the airplane, and that the airplane
crew is not bothered with difficult plotting problems. It is proving
valuable in Germany to an increasing extent. Its disadvantage is
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that such a direction -finding method requires a certain amount of time
so that, particularly in bad weather, if determination of locations are
frequently necessary, one airplane must wait for another, and the
value of such bearing determinations by fixed stations can be greatly
reduced under certain circumstances.

The ground direction -finding stations are placed in small brick
houses which are located in such a position on the flying field that the
disturbing influences of neighboring aerials are as slight as possible.
A view of the ground direction -finding station in Munich is shown in
Figs. 22 and 23, in which the rotating loop and the auxiliary antenna
are clearly visible.

In direction -finding by means of radiocompasses in the plane
the determination of location is made in the airplane. For this pur-

Fig. 23-Munich ground direction -finding station. Interior view.

pose a receiver sensitive to direction must be on board. The radio -
compass used for a long time in ships and in an improved form in
airport ground direction -finding stations, a somewhat lighter type of
which was also used in zeppelins, has recently been developed into the
airplane compass12 by the cooperation of Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fiir Luftfahrt E. V. and Telefunken, and promises to be a necessary
navigation instrument for long flights. It has proved its suitability
for this purpose in many flights made by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fiir Luftfahrt E. V. and Lufthansa.

12 M. H. Gloeckner, "The radio compass receiver in the airplane," 126th
report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof,
Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and Telefonie, 33, No. 4, 1929.
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The new airplane radiocompass consists of a light -weight rotating
loop, the design of which has been carried out with special consideration

Fig. 24-Airplane transmitter, type 262F, with radiocompass.

of its wind resistance. The radiocompass set, which operates as an
ordinary airplane receiver when taking a bearing, has nine tubes and the
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auxiliary -antenna requirement is taken care of by an antenna fixed on
the airplane, whose electromotive forces must be increased by a special
tube. The two tuned circuits have single -knob control. The method
of sense -finding is simplified as compared with that of the ground
radiocompass. As the bearing must be taken by the radio operator on
board, an indicator apparatus has been developed whereby the pilot
can quickly be informed of his course in a very simple manner. The
current supply for the radiocompass set is taken from the propeller
generator of the airplane radio set, which has a special current filter
for this purpose. Fig. 24 shows such a radiocompass, the dimensions
of which are so selected that it can be placed on the transmitter like
the receiver of the Telefunken set 262 F.

Fig. 25-Dornier \Val with emergency antenna and compass loop.

In Fig. 25 we see the direction -finding loop mounted on a Dornier-
Wal. The closeness of the adjacent metal mass causes errors in direction-
finding, which are taken into account by drawing calibration curves.
On the Wal illustrated, the emergency transmitting mast has been
drawn out and serves for maintaining radio communication after
landing on the sea. In this case, the current is taken from a benzine-
electric emergency transmitting unit.

At the present time the Telefunken radiocompass is the only one
that is used to any great extent on the ground or on the airplane as a
direction -finder in German aviation. Work is being done on the devel-
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opment of other direction -finding methods. We shall mention here
two methods that are possible for direction -finding from the airplane.

It has long been desired to have a direct -indicating direction -finder
in aerial navigation for flights to a given point, which makes it possible
with only one adjustment to read on the indicator of the instrument
in the pilot cabin, whether the airplane is deviating from the direction
to a radiobeacon. Experiments along this line have been made by
Dieckmann and Hell.13

The Lorenz firm in Germany has also made tests on the method
of directional transmission. The practicability of this method is being
tested at the present time by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt
E. V. This method, described by Scheller" and Kiebetz," has been
developed further in America. It has the advantage that a relatively
small receiving set on the airplane is sufficient to maintain at all times
the direction toward or away from the directional transmitter. It has
the disadvantage of requiring a special transmitter.

At this point we also wish to mention short-range direction -finding
methods which make it possible for pilots to find the flying field and
landing area in weather of low visibility if he has been brought to the
vicinity of the airport by one of the long-distance direction -finding
methods. Radio offers a large number of methods which have been
described, but because of the difficulties of this work none of them has
led to a decisive result. We may mention here, as examples, the method
of low -frequency and high -frequency "leader" cables, which have been
used in marine navigation as well as short waves. Short waves can be
focussed, but their range is restricted.

VI. AIRSHIP SETS

The special technical requirements for radio communication with
airships are as follows:

1. The radio set must make it possible for the airship to keep in
communication with the land and coast stations, as well as ships,
that are on the course.

2. The radio set should make it possible for the airship to remain
in constant direct communication with the home port, if possible.

The first requirement can be fulfilled only by long waves at the
present time.

13 R. Hell, "Direct -indicating radio -telegraphy direction finding," Jahrbuch
der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 33, No. 4, 1929.

" 0. Scheller, "Special applications of wireless telegraphy," Jahrbuch der
drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 2, 341, 1909.

" F. Kiebitz, "New experiments on radio -telegraphic directional trans-
mission," Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 15, 209, 1920.
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For propagation over the sea, we have the well-known Austin
formula which can be applied to communication between airships and
ground:

0.12. J.heff -a  dE- e _
d.x

E = receiving field intensity in volts per meter
J =transmitting current in amperes

heff = effective height of transmitting antenna in km
d= distance between transmitter and receiver in km
X = wavelength in km
a = attenuation constant (over sea =0.0015)
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Fig. 26-Calculated field intensities over sea for 1 meterampere, depending on
wavelength.

In Fig. 26 there are plotted the field intensities µv per meter accord-
ing to Austin for different distances in relation to the wavelength, for
a current intensity in the transmitting antenna of 1 ampere and for an
effective height of transmitting antenna of 1 meter. Fig. 27 shows the
receiving field intensities in relation to distance, for different wave-
lengths, likewise for 1 meterampere. The airship Graf Zeppelin has two
trailing antennas, one over the other, each 120 m long. The antenna-
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weights are streamlined. The effective height of the aerials was deter-
mined by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. by field-
intensity measurements with the Anders apparatus at the edge of the
skip zone. It was about 29 m. This is an especially good value if it is
considered that airplane antennas 70 m long, such as are generally used
at the present time, have an effective height of only 8.5 m. The anten-
na current intensity of the long -wave Zeppelin set is about 5 amperes.
Therefore we can count upon about 145 meteramperes in the trans-
mitter antenna. The field intensities resulting from this are shown
graphically in Fig. 28. The curves in Figs. 26 and 28 show that there
is a most favorable wavelength for each distance. These values are

to
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Fig. 27-Calculated field intensities over sea for 1 meterampere, depending
on distance.

connected by a dash line in Fig. 26. Therefore, if especially favorable
ranges are to be obtained, one must determine the correct operating
waves for the different distances.

An electromagnetic field intensity of 3 nv per meter is sufficient for
reception on the ground. From Fig. 28 we see that a range greater than
2000 km is not certain in the daytime. Under particularly favorable
conditions, and at night, this maximum range can be greatly increased.
It must also be remembered that during heavy atmospheric distur-
bances, very much smaller distances are covered.

The above considerations hold for communication across the sea.
The Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.2 has completed an
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investigation on long waves and distances up to some hundreds of
kilometers over land, which, for communication between airplane and
ground, determines the decrease in reception field intensity with dis-
tance, for the wavelength range of 300 to 2000 m. The dependence of
the attenuation a on the wavelength is shown in Fig. 29. These values
gave very small field intensities with the Zeppelin antenna. These
considerations hold not only for airship radio communication, but also
for communication with large airplanes over the long distances, which
may be expected.

An increase in the range with long waves would naturally have to be
obtained by increasing the effective height of the transmitting antenna
and by increasing the antenna current intensity. The use of this meth-
od is blocked by the increased load that it would place on the airship.
For this reason, the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V.
made short-wave tests during the first trip of the airship Graf Zeppelin
to America, the result of which caused the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
ftir Luftfahrt to install a short-wave set in addition to the long -wave
set in the airship.

The radio installation of the airship consists of the following
apparatus :

(a) Long -Wave Apparatus.
1. Separately excited Telefunken transmitter type spez 188S,

with a power of 140 watts and a continuously adjustable wave range
from 500 to 3000 m, which was built basically like the airplane trans-
mitter 262 F, described in detail in an earlier paragraph.

2. Separately excited 70 -watt Telefunken transmitter of the air-
plane long -wave transmitter type 262 F with a wave range from 300 to
1300 m, for use as an emergency transmitter.

Fig. 30, which shows the radio cabin of the LZ 127, also shows these
two transmitters on the table at the right.

The current supply for the installation is normally from a generator
with self-regulating wind -propeller. In order that it may be possible
to transmit even when the propeller is not turning, a second generator
is provided, which is fed from a storage battery used for lighting. This
battery is normally charged by the wind -driven propeller -generator,
and in cases of emergency, by a special benzine unit.

The long -wave set is supplemented by a receiving set which con-
sists of three Telefunken receivers,type E 363S, E 362S, and E 365Swith
triple -circuit tuning and a wave range from 125 to 25,000 m. Two of
these receivers are illustrated in Fig. 31, which shows the other side
of the airship cabin.
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(b) Short -Wave Sets.
As stated, the first short-wave transmitter was put in the airship by

Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V. and was in operation on
the first trip to America 16 in October, 1928. This transmitter, develop-
ed by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., is shown in
Fig. 32. It is quartz -controlled, has one or two stages of frequency-
doubling, and has a wave range from 15 to 60 m. During the later
trips, the experimental transmitter was replaced by a short-wave
Telefunken transmitter. The short-wave transmitter is shown in the
top center of Fig. 31. It has an antenna power of about 50 watts, a
wave range from 16 to 80 m, and operates just like the two long -wave

Fig. 32-Experimental airship short-wave transmitter DVL type.

transmitters with separate excitation. The current supply is taken from
the same generators as for the long -wave sets.

The Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. short-wave set
operates with the dipole shown in Fig. 33. Although the shape of an
airplane generally offers no difficulty in the adjustment of the dipole,
the shape of the dirigible is not favorable for this, as can be seen in
Fig. 33. The Telefunken short-wave set contains a trailing antenna 15
m long.

The short-wave receiver, which can be seen on the table below the
short-wave transmitter in Fig. 31, consists of a 5 -tube set containing a

16 "Short-wave experiments on the American trip of the airship Graf Zep-
pelin," 123rd Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.,
Berlin-Adlershof, Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, 50, 16, 1929.
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regenerative detector in a push-pull connection and two stages of low -
frequency amplification. It is equipped with a special oscillator circuit
for receiving undamped telegraphy. The wave range of this receiver
is 10 to 150 m.

(c) Radiocompass.
The radiocompass receiver in the airship, which, in its essentials, is

similar to the radiocompass previously described, has a wave range from
300 to 4000 m. It can be seen in Fig. 30 on the left beside the door. On
the table in front of the radiocompass is the gear for operating the
compass loop. The loop is placed below the gondola in the so-called
landing buffer.

Fig. 33-Dipole on the LZ 127.

VII. OPERATING ORGANIZATION

The operation of the German aircraft radio stations and its organ-
ization is invested in a special official board, the "Zentralstelle fur
Flugsicherung," which is under the Communication Ministry. Ground
radio stations have been installed in almost all airports. Table IV gives
additional data concerning them. In some airports (see table) direc-
tion -finding stations are also installed in addition to these receiving
and transmitting sets. Radio operation is controlled by "the operating
regulations for international airplane radio together with regulations
for the German Airplane Communication Service," agreed upon at the
27th International Aviation Conference in The Hague in September,
1928. Among these regulations, the following are generally important.
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TABLE IV
TABULATION OP AIRPORT RADIO STATIONS

No. Transmitting station Made by
Antenna
power Wave range

Direction -
finder

1 Berlin, FV Telef. Riihren-Sd. 1500 800-1800 yes
2 Breslau, FV Lorens-Riihren-Sd. 400 500-2400 yes3 Dortmund, FV Lorens-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
4 Dresden, FV Lorens-Riihren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes5 Erfurt, FV Lorenz-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
6 Frankfurt/M., FV Lorens-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
7 Halle-Leipsig Lorenz-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 -
8 Hamburg, FV Lorens-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
9 Hannover, FV Telef. Rohren-Sd. 1500 800-1800 yes10 Hof Telef. Rohren-Sd. 800 800-1800 -

11 Kan Telef. Riihren-Sd. 800 800-1800 -12 Konigsberg, FV Telef. Rohren-Sd. 1000 800-1800 yes
13 Lindenberg Lorenz-Hochfrequ.

.800-1900Masch.-Scl. 5000 -
14 Munchen, FV Lorems-Hochfrequ.

1616
Nurnberg, FV
Stettin, FV

Masoh.-Sd.
Lorens-Rohren-Sd.
Lorens-Rohren-Sd.

1000
300
300

800-1900
500-2400
500-2400

yesyes-17 Stolp, FV Lorenz-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 -18 Stuttgart, FV Lorens-ROhren-Sd.
(Rehren -tubes) 300 500-2400 yes

In aircraft radio service, only undamped waves may be used and
these are:

pure undamped waves
tone -modulated undamped waves
speech -modulated undamped waves

Under no circumstances will spark (damped) waves be permitted.
Radio communication may take place on the following waves:

TABLE V '

Aviation Weather Flight Radio Airplane Radio
Radio Service Service Service

ko per sec. m ko per sec. ra kc per sec.
Long waves 207.5 1444 217.5 1380 323 930

228 1316 243 1235 333 900
233 1288 248 1210 345 870
238 1260 273 1100 -- -

Short waves 2830 106 2804 107 5660 53
6977 43 5455 55 6593 45.5
9380 32 7407 40.5 11111 27
11494 26.1 12000 25 16750 17.9

In the airplane radio service, the waves given in the table will be
used under the following conditions:

Calling wave, 333 kc per sec. (900 m) pure undamped, tone and
speech -modulated undamped;

Main communication and bearing wave 333 kc per sec. (900) pure
undamped, tone and speech -modulated undamped;

Modulation and compass bearing wave, 345 kc per sec. (870 m) pure
undamped and tone -modulated undamped.

Modulation and compass bearing wave, 323 kc per sec. (930 m)
speech -modulated undamped.
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In communication with radio stations of the naval radio service,
there will be used the wave 500 kc per sec. (600 m) tone -
modulated undamped, and in bearing communication with the
same radio stations, the wave 375 kc per sec. (800 m) tone -
modulated undamped.

In the service of aviation radiobeacons (radio stations whose trans-
mitting makes it possible for a receiving station to determine
its location or a direction in relation to the beacon) there will be
used waves in the frequency range 285-315 kc per sec. (1050 to
950 m) pure -undamped and tone -modulated undamped.

Radio communication between airport radio stations is developed
fundamentally on telegraphy with undamped, unmodulated
waves. Radiotelephony can be used in emergency.

Radio communication between airport and airplane stations is
developed fundamentally as follows:
(1) On aircraft whose radio apparatus is not operated by a radio

operator: radiotelephony (calling and communication);
(2) On aircraft that have a radio operator: radiotelegraphy on

undamped waves as follows:
Airplane station: calling is tone -modulated undamped,

communication wave is pure undamped;
Ground station: calling and communication wave, pure

undamped.
As regards the use of tone-modulated'undamped and speech -mod-

ulated undamped transmitting in practice, we wish to refer to the
statements made in Section II.

For the purpose of safety in flight, Germany has been divided into
fourteen radio communication districts, the radio stations of which
have been indicated by "FV" in the table. The airplane will only
communicate with the airport radio station in whose radio communica-
tion district it is flying, or believes it is flying.

In direction -finding by fixed stations (Frendpeilung) three types of

aircraft radio bearings are differentiated:
(a) Target bearing, which is for the purpose of guiding aircraft,

by means of an aircraft radiobeacon, from any point to the
port 'at which this beacon is located, by transmitting the
deviating course to the objective, once or several times to
the airport.

(b) Course bearings, by which the course to any location is
communicated after determining the location by two or
more direction -finding stations, the course to another loca-
tion is transmitted to the aircraft.
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(c) Location finding in which the location of the aircraft is
determined by ground direction -finding stations, and is
transmitted to the aircraft by radio.

The radio communication districts of the airport radio stations
serve as aircraft radio direction -finding districts.'7 The chief beacon
guide station is that airport radio station in whose district the aircraft
is flying or in which it believes it is flying.

In direction -finding from radiobeacons, one must differentiate
between flight toward a fixed point and the determination of location.

Flight to a fixed object is done very simply with the aid of the radio -
compass and requires no special calculations in the airplane. But, on
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Fig. 34-Time loss in a pure target flight as compared with the great -circle flight.
Curve .1-Flying time without correction angle.
Curve 2-Flying time with correction angle.
Curve 2-Per cent time loss in a flight without correction angle as com-

pared to a flight with correction angle.
Assumptions: flying distance 500 km

airplane speed 140 km per hour
wind speed 70 km per hour

the other hand, it is necessary that a transmitter be in operation at the
airport to which the airplane is flying. This can be the airport trans-
mitter, or a special transmitter (radiobeacon for aircraft). If an air-
plane is to make a flight to a fixed point using its radiocompass, the
radio operator sets the loop perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
airplane after he has first determined the course to be followed by tak-
ing bearings on the beacon. If the airplane proceeds on this course, the

17 Nachrichten fur Luftfahrer, 17, 2231, 1928.
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operator need only observe that reception is always a minimum in the
head piece, and then the airplane is certain to approach its port. Drift,
due to wind, keeps it from following the shortest path, but it can be
compensated by suitable preliminary setting of the loop. Since the loss
in time is very little when the drift is not considered, this compensation
is not generally necessary. Fig. 34 shows the loss in time for true target
flight as compared with a great -circle flight.

The location of position on an airplane requires bearings from two
ground transmitters. The location of the airplane must be calculated
from the angles that are measured. The determination of location
requires rapid work and considerable calculation on the airplane, so
that it is only used when, as in large airplanes for transoceanic flights,
there are available other members of the crew experienced in navigation
in addition to the radio operators.

Up to the present, direction -finding has been of particular import-
ance in the trips of the zeppelins which are equipped with such radio -
compass apparatus.

CONCLUSION

From the above it can be seen that radio engineering plays a very
important part in German aviation. Radio sets are required in
increasing numbers for transmitting information, for the determina-
tion of location and course for safety in flight. Many flights cannot be
completed at all without the aid of radio. It can probably be asserted
that although one can fly without aircraft radio sets, well -planned air
transportation is hardly possible without aircraft radio, and regularity
of air transportation cannot be attained without the aid of radio. Air-
craft radio engineering serves not merely the flying industry, but it can
also be useful in the development of wireless telegraphy in many ways.
For example, the aid of the airplane made it possible to take rapid and
reliable measurements of attenuation constants, and only with the
airplane was it possible to determine the characteristic curve of a short-
wave directional antenna, both problems which were taken up by the
Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V. and the results of which
are of very general importance for radiotelegraphy.
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